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FCM is 50 issues old, so we are giving
away a McLaren to one lucky reader
however, it may not be full size...
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PROBLEMS
can be
complex
We like to make things simple and easy.
MotorEasy brings you the UK’s best warranty protection:
Instant protection against
unexpected car repairs

Widespread cover, or for
just the important bits

Includes the cost of
diagnosis, parts & labour

COVER FROM AS LITTLE AS £20 PER MONTH

“I felt compelled to applaud and highlight the
quite exceptional service I received from you”
Mr Glen Townsend, May 17

Taking out one of our warranties could be one
of the smartest things you’ve done.
Get an instant quote at motoreasy.com
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The smart way to run your car

this time...
ISSUE 50 / 2017

I

t's our 50th Birthday. After just over two years, we have made it to
a nifty fifty issues. Many doubted we would make it past one
without breaking down and having to call for the rescue services.
After a fairly bumpy journey Free Car Mag is still here to provoke,
amuse, annoy and entertain as possibly the world's campest car
mag.
To celebrate we are giving away a McLaren, which is rather nice of
us, but I should point out that it isn't one you can actually climb
aboard. You can though make 'vroom- vroom' noises and pretend
you own a full scale one. Terms and conditions do apply and all you
need to do is tell us your favourite FCM cover. That's all.
Hope you like the Atomic Blonde cover complete with Charlize. We
love the fact that there is a ton of '80s style and fashion in the film,
especially the motors, so it is the perfect film for us. Blonde also
inspired us to make the journey to Budapest and take a look at the
surviving Eastern Block cars that you can still spot on the streets.
Otherwise it is business as usual, we have packed the pages with a
performing Jaguar E-Pace, some lovely Henry London watches, plus
our favourite Simon Carter shirts and Ted Baker bags.
We can't promise to keep going for another 50 issues, Free Car
Mag only survives because you actually read it and we have excellent
supporters like motoreasy. A big thank you is in order.
l Cover photo Universal Pictures & Jaguar
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News, Events
& Celebs
To learn them,
shout them and
support visit: www.
vauxhallfootball.
co.uk/england

KIRSTY GALLACHER LEADS THE CHANT...

Kirsty Gallacher has become an honourary Lioness this summer as she creates a series of rousing chants for the England women’s
football team. Kirsty is joining forces with Vauxhall Motors to encourage the nation to get behind the women’s team ahead of a
summer of football. Gallacher launches the chants as part of Vauxhall Motors’ #GetIN campaign to rally fans to make some noise
before they head off to play in the Netherlands. Gallacher said, “We are all extremely proud of the England team and are hoping to
witness something special this summer. It was a lot of fun putting the chants together, but I wanted to ensure that we did the
Lionesses justice. Like all football chants they needed to be able to rouse a crowd...this summer.”

SPOTTED
OUT AND
ABOUT

CARL FROCH

Four-time World Super-Middleweight boxing champion Carl Froch joined
the star-studded Celebrity Challenge Trophy grid at this summer’s
Silverstone Classic. “I have done a couple of track days at Donington in
preparation, and spent a day at Silverstone getting familiar with the circuit
as well as the A35 race car."
4 freecarmag.com

HOWARD DONALD

Also at the Silverstone Classic, Donald lined up alongside a host of other
famous faces all armed with equally-matched, race-tuned Austin A30s and
A35s from the Historic Racing Drivers Club (HRDC) Academy. “I’ve been
watching them on YouTube, they are just so cute,” he continued. “I am quite
competitive but I know some of the others have more experience than me.”

Sienna Rose Diana
Miller is a BritishAmerican BAFTA
nominated actress,
model, and fashion
designer.

Get
the
look

SIENNA MILLER AND THE JAGUAR E-PACE

There is a lot more about the spectacular arrival of the E-Pace in this mag. Sienna Miller was just one of the celebrities
who attended the event recently. The reveal of the E-PACE was followed by a spectacular musical performance by Pete
Tong & The Heritage Orchestra who presented the now legendary Ibiza Classics. As a celebration of the new Jaguar
E-PACE, Pete collaborated with singer-songwriter Raye to perform “You Don’t Know Me” by Jax Jones - a hit that features
Raye that has over 230 million plays on Spotify and over 130 million You Tube views. Anyway, we thought Sienna looked
fantastic, so is a prime candidate for your favourite fashion spot.

Sienna
1 Jaguar E-Pace £28,500
2 Shirt Long Tall Sally £35.00
3 Jeans ASOS £32.00
4 Jacket H&M £14.99
5 Shoes Cichic £26.47
6 Bag Top Shop £12.00
7 Necklace Thomas Sabo £9.90
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News, Events
& Celebs
ATOMIC BLONDE
IS IN CINEMAS ON
AUGUST 9TH
ALL PICTURE
COPYRIGHT
Andre Mischke

WHY YOU MUST SEE ATOMIC BLONDE...

We have no idea who the nice young lady in the picture is and we did try very hard to find out. Never mind, the whole point of Atomic
Blonde for Free Car Mag is to drink in the details of the best decade of all, the '80s. That means there will be wonderful details such as
the Volkswagen Golf Mark 2 in Polizei colours. That's a rather priceless artifact. It is difficult to find an original for sale, although recent
Golfs used by the UK Police as unmarked cars can be found at auction. The nearest we could get was a tidy white Mark 2 Golf in the
classifieds and then get a bodyshop to paint or wrap with green panels and decals. I think by that point we had gone too far.

SPOTTED
AT THE
PREMIERE

TIL SCHWEIGER &
SOFIA BOUTELLA

Two of the other stars of Atomic Blonde share the limelight with the star
and producer of the film Charlize Theron.
6 freecarmag.com

CARO DAUR

I am afraid we have not much of an idea either, however she is what's
referred to as an Influencer. That means although she could have been a
blonde extra in the film, instead she is looking good and keeping fit and
telling us what we should be wearing. If you really do want to find out a lot
more than make your way to www.carodaur.com/.

ATOMIC BLONDE IS IN
CINEMAS ON
AUGUST 9TH
ALL PICTURE
COPYRIGHT
Andre Mischk
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CHARLIZE THERON AT THE PREMIERE

So this is James Bond, but a little bit blonder as Her Majesty’s Secret Intelligence Service, Agent Lorraine Broughton
(Theron) is equal parts spycraft, sensuality and savagery, willing to deploy any of her skills to stay alive on her impossible
mission. Sent alone into Berlin to deliver a priceless dossier out of the destabilized city, she partners with embedded
station chief David Percival (James McAvoy) to navigate her way through the deadliest game of spies. “Atomic Blonde” is
a blistering blend of sleek action, gritty sexuality, and dazzling style. What a look to rock at the premiere. Let's get it!

Charlize
1 Trabant Car & Classic £2,295
2 Shoes Shu Wish £22.95
3 Skirt Misguided £10.00
4 Top Calvin Klein £11.22
5 Jewellery ASOS Earrings £20.00
6 Jewellery ASOS Bracelet £28.00
7 Jewellery ASOS Earrings £20.00
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Atomic Blonde

IRON CURTAIN
CARPOCALYPSE

Car chases, fights and all
sorts of cold war fun in
Eastern Europe back in
the 1980s. A stellar cast
make this the best action
thriller of 2017.
In cinemas August 9th

38freecarmag.com
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Porsche 911 Turbo

“YOU HAD THE SOVIET KGB AND THE EAST
GERMAN STASI AGAINST THE AMERICAN
CIA, BRITISH MI6 AND FRENCH DGSE. GRAFT,
BRIBERY, BLACKMAIL, VIOLENCE—THIS WAS THE
DAILY DIET FOR THOSE AGENTS AT THAT TIME.”
5

IFTFUUJOHGPSUIFTUPSZUIBUXPVMECFDPNF"UPNJD#MPOEF
SFQSFTFOUTBTJOHVMBSUJNFBOEQMBDFJOIJTUPSZ#FSMJO SJHIUCFGPSF
UIF8BMMDBNFEPXOBGUFSTUBOEJOHGPSZFBST$POTUSVDUFEJO
CZUIF$PNNVOJTU&BTU#FSMJOHPWFSONFOUUPTFQBSBUFDJUJ[FOTGSPN
UIFDJUZT"NFSJDBO #SJUJTIBOE'SFODITFDUPSTˋXIJDIIBECFFO
FTUBCMJTIFEWJBUIF1PUTEBN$POGFSFODFBHSFFNFOUBUUIF
DPODMVTJPOPG88**ˋUIF8BMMIBEFOHFOEFSFEBDMPBLFE TFHSFHBUFE
BSFOBJOXIJDITQJFT PQFSBUJWFTBOE$PME8BSQMBZFSTXPVMEXBHF
CBUUMFTCPUIPDJBMBOEVOTBODUJPOFE
*UXBTB8JME8FTUBUNPTQIFSF

NBSWFMT$IBSMJ[F5IFSPO XIP
CFHBOEFWFMPQJOHUIFTDSJQUBMNPTUWFZFBSTBHP XJUIBOFZFUP
QFSGPSNJOUIFBDUJPOUISJMMFS:PVIBEUIF4PWJFU,(#BOEUIF&BTU
(FSNBO4UBTJBHBJOTUUIF"NFSJDBO$*" #SJUJTI.*BOE'SFODI%(4&
(SBGU CSJCFSZ CMBDLNBJM WJPMFODFˋUIJTXBTUIFEBJMZEJFUGPSUIPTF
BHFOUTBUUIBUUJNF
5IFQSPEVDUJPOUFBNEFWFMPQFE"UPNJD#MPOEFGSPNUIF0OJ
1SFTTHSBQIJDOPWFMTFSJFT5IF$PMEFTU$JUZ XSJUUFOCZ"OUPOZ
+PIOTUPOBOEJMMVTUSBUFECZ4BN)BSU5IFTUZMF TPVOETBOEEFTJHO
PGUIFXPSLSFFDUBTUZMJTUJD FMFWBUFESFDSFBUJPOPG#FSMJOJO
"SU NVTJDBOETPDJBMFYQSFTTJPOFYQMPEFEBTUIFXPSMEXBUDIFE
#FSMJOQMBZIPTUUPUIFFOEPGUIF$PME8BS
"UUIFIFBSUPGUIFTFSJFTJT-PSSBJOF#SPVHIUPO BXPNBOXIP

TVSWJWFTBUBMMDPTUT"TBTFDSFUBHFOUGPS.* #SPVHIUPOJTUIF
VMUJNBUF VOBQPMPHFUJDXBSSJPS4IFJTBTLJMMFE TFOTVBMBOETBWBHF
TVQFSTQZXIPJTOUKVTUTPNFNJOEMFTTGBOUBTZTVQFSIFSPJOF5IF
DIBODFTPGIFSTVDDFTTBSFTMJNUPOPOFJOUIF$PMEFTU$JUZ BOEUIF
TFDPOETIFUPVDIFTEPXOJO#FSMJO TIFTMFGUUPIFSPXOEFWJDFT*UT
BNJTTJPOUIBUOPUIJOHTIFTFWFSFYQFSJFODFEXJUI.*DPVMEFWFS
QSFQBSFIFSGPS4IFNVTUSFMZPOHVU SFTPVSDFGVMOFTTBOESFTJMJFODF 
VTJOHFWFSZCJUPGIFSUSBJOJOH JOUFMMFDU DIBSNBOEJOTUJODUUPNBLFJU
PVUBMJWF
5IFSFJTBOJNQSFTTJWFDBTUBQBSUGSPN5IFSPOJOUIFMFBESPMFBT
-PSSBJOF#SPVHIUPO4FOUBMPOFJOUP#FSMJOUPEFMJWFSBQSJDFMFTT
EPTTJFSPVUPGUIFEFTUBCJMJ[FEDJUZ TIFQBSUOFSTXJUIFNCFEEFE
TUBUJPODIJFG%BWJE1FSDJWBM +".&4.$"70: "MTPTUBSSJOH+0)/
(00%."/BT$*"PQFSBUJWF&NNFUU,VS[GFME 5*-4$)8&*(&3BTUIF
FOJHNBUJD8BUDINBLFS &%%*&."34"/BTUIFCSJMMJBOUNBSLLOPXO
POMZBT4QZHMBTT 40'*"#065&--"BT'SFODIJOUFMMJHFODFBHFOU
%FMQIJOF-BTBMMF#*--4,"34(3%BT.FSLFM #SPVHIUPOTDPOUBDUJO
&BTU#FSMJOBOE50#:+0/&4BT.*JOWFTUJHBUPS&SJD(SBZ
5IFIVHFDIBMMFOHFXBTUPSFDSFBUF#FSMJO%BWJE4DIFVOFNBOO 
BGUFSIBWJOHEFQJDUFE#FSMJOXJUIFYQFSUJTFBTBSUEJSFDUPSPO
*OHMPVSJPVT#BTUFSET XBTFOHBHFEBTQSPEVDUJPOEFTJHOFS$JOEZ
&WBOT XIPIBEDPMMBCPSBUFEXJUI5IFSPOQSFWJPTVMZ XBTCPPLFEBT
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Alfa Romeo Montreal

Atomic Blonde

DPTUVNFEFTJHOFS
4DIFVOFNBOO XIPXBTSBJTFEJO(FSNBOZ NBLFTUIFQPJOU
UIBU#FSMJOIBTDIBOHFERVJUFBMPUTJODFXJUITJHOJDBOU
SFOPWBUJPOBOEBSDIJUFDUVSBMBEEJUJPOT5IFSFBSFOPMPOHFSUIF
TBNFUFYUVSFT FTQFDJBMMZJOUIFPMEUPXO4VDIUFYUVSFTTUJMMFYJTUJO
#VEBQFTU BOEDPVMENBUDICPUI&BTUBOE8FTU#FSMJO#VEBQFTUIBT
TUVOOJOHPMEBCBOEPOFECVJMEJOHT XIJDIIBWFNBSWFMPVTMZEFDSFQJU
FYUFSJPSTBOEDSVNCMJOHJOUFSJPSTUIBUNBLFQFSGFDUCBDLESPQT
"MTP UIFDJUZJTNVDIEFOTFS XJUIOBSSPXFSTUSFFUT XIJDIJTNPSF
DJOFNBUJDGPSBTQZTUPSZ
5IF)VOHBSJBODBQJUBMXBTBMTPESFTTFEUPTUBOEJOGPS-POEPOBOE
1BSJT BTTPNFXJEFSTUSFFUTXFSFGPVOEUPFFDUJWFMZFNVMBUFUIF
MBUUFSDJUZ"CVJMEJOHPOUIF)VOHBSJBODBQJUBMTGBNFE"OESBTTZ
"WFOVF BGBTIJPOBCMFCPVMFWBSEMJOFEXJUIVQTDBMFTIPQTBOE
GPSFJHOFNCBTTJFT QSPWJEFEUIFJEFBMMPDBMFGPSUIFPDFTPG.*
-FJUDINBSWFMT*UTJOUFSJPSTDPOWFZFE#SJUQPXFSDMBTTJDBMQBJOUJOHT 

MFBUIFSDIBJST DIFSSZXPPEDBCJOFUSZ DIBOEFMJFST PSOBNFOUBM
DBSWFEXPPEDFJMJOHT EFFQSJDISVHTBOEIFBWZESBQFSJFT
#BDLPOUIFTUSFFUT 4DIFVOFNBOOBOEIJTBSUEFQBSUNFOUDSFBUFE
BGPPUMPOH GPPUIJHIXPPECBTFESFDSFBUJPOPGUIF#FSMJO
8BMM#VJMUJOTFWFSBMTFDUJPOTTPBTUPCFQPSUBCMF UIJTDJOFNBUJD
WFSTJPOXBTIBVMFEUPWBSJPVTMPDBUJPOTJO#VEBQFTUBTUIFCBDLESPQ
GPSTDFOFTPDDVSSJOHBMPOHUIFTFDUPSTCPSEFST
-PDBMHSBUJBSUJTUTXFSFIJSFEUPQBJOUUIFCBSSJDBEFTJOBNBOOFS
TJNJMBSUPIPXDJUJ[FOTBOEWJTJUPSTFYQSFTTFEUIFNTFMWFTEFDBEFT
BHPPOUIFBDUVBM#FSMJO8BMM XIJDIXBTDPOTUSVDUFEUXPGFFUJOTJEF
&BTU(FSNBOUFSSJUPSZBOEOPUPOUIFQSFDJTFCPSEFSMJOF5IF8BMM
CFDBNFBOJSSFTJTUJCMFDBOWBTGPSMPDBMBOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMBSUJTUTUP
DSFBUFNFNPSBCMFESBXJOHT QBJOUJOHTBOEJOTDSJQUJPOT.BOZPGUIF
JMMVTUSBUJPOTXPVMENPDLUIF&BTU(FSNBOHPWFSONFOU TVDIBTUIF
POFXJUIBOBSSPXQPJOUJOHGPSXBSEXJUIUIFEJSFDUJPOT4PDJBMJTU
1BSBEJTF.FUFST
"UPNJD#MPOEFIBTBHSFBUTFUUJOHBOETUPSZ QMVTJODSFEJCMFTUVOUT

Audi V8 prior to it rolling over in the road...
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5IFSPOXIPUSBJOFEGPSNPOUITUPQMBZUIJTSPMF XBTUFTUFEPO
UIFSTUEBZPGTIPPUJOH MNJOHBOVOEFSXBUFSTFRVFODFJOXIJDI
#SPVHIUPOJTTVCNFSHFEJOBTJOLJOHDBS%PVCMJOHGPSUIFJDZSJWFS
XBTBIFBWJMZDIMPSJOBUFEQPPMUIBUXBTLFQUDIJMMZ4UVOUQFSTPOOFM
XFSFPODBMM CVUBTDBNFSBTSPMMFEJUXBT5IFSPOXIPTVDDFTTGVMMZ
FYFDVUFEUIFFTDBQFBOETVSGBDFEGSPNUIFWFIJDMF DPNQMFUFMZ
ESFODIFE UBLFBGUFSUBLF4IFMBVHIT"TBQSPEVDFS *EJEOU
OFDFTTBSJMZMJLFTFFJOHNZBDUPSJOBDBSVOEFSXBUFS CVUBTUIBUBDUPS 
*JOTJTUFEPOJU
.FBOXIJMF +BNFT.D"WPZTTDFOFTIBEUPCFCMPDLFEBOEUIFO
FEJUFEDBSFGVMMZCFDBVTFUIFBDUPSIBECSPLFOIJTBSNBGFXXFFLT
CFGPSFMNJOHCFHBO#VUIFBOEEJSFDUPS%BWJE-FJUDIEFDJEFEUP
DBQJUBMJ[FPOUIFJNBHFSZPGIJTDIBSBDUFSTQPSUJOHBDBTU SFBMJ[JOH
UIBUJUTQPLFWPMVNFTBCPVUIJTSFDLMFTTOFTT.D"WPZTNJMFT*IBE
EPOFTPNFSFTFBSDIJOUPUIPTFXIP.*SFDSVJUFEJOJUTFBSMZTUBHFT
BOEUIFZJOGBDUMPPLFEGPSQFPQMFMFTTMJLFMZUPMJWFMPOHFOPVHIUP
EJWVMHFOBUJPOBMTFDSFUTJOMBUFSZFBST
5IFBDUPSOBSSPXMZFTDBQFEFWFONPSFTFSJPVTJOKVSZEVSJOHUIF
TIPPU4FDVSFEJOUPUIFESJWFSTTFBUPGBOT1PSTDIF IFXBT
EPJOHNZPXOESJWJOHGPSBTDFOFXIFSF1FSDJWBMTBWFT#SPVHIUPO
0OUIFTFWFOUIPSFJHIUIUBLF UIFIBOECSBLFEJEOUTFUBOETP*LFQU
HPJOHSJHIUUPXBSETUIFDBNFSBDSFX*IBEUPGPSDFUIFXIFFMBOEUIF
GPPUCSBLF BOEOBMMZ*XBTBCMFUPCFTUPQQFECZBXBMM
5IFDSVDJBMTFRVFODFVOJUJOH.D"WPZ 5IFSPOBOE.BSTBOT
DIBSBDUFSTMPPNFEBTUIFMNTNPTUMPHJTUJDBMMZDIBMMFOHJOH
"QQSPYJNBUFMZFYUSBTXFSFPODBMM FYUFOTJWFTFUEFDPSBUJPOBOE
TJHOBHFIBEUPCFJOQMBDFBUFWFSZTUFQGPSUIFDIBSBDUFSTBOEUIF
DBNFSB BOEEP[FOTPGUIDFOUVSZDBSTOFFEFEUPCFPOWJFX
.BOZPGUIPTFDBST JUXBTEFDJEFE XPVMECFTBOET
JODBSOBUJPOTPGBNPEFMOBNFE5SBCBOU/JDLOBNFEUIF5SBCJ UIJT

XBTUIFNPTUDPNNPOWFIJDMFJO&BTU(FSNBOZBUUIFUJNF NBEFJO
4BYPOZBOEFYQPSUFEUPPUIFS4PWJFUCMPDDPVOUSJFT*UTOPJTZUXP
DZDMFFOHJOFQSPWJEFEMJUUMFQPXFSBOEFYDFTTJWFFYIBVTU5IFCPEZ
XBTDPNQPTFEQSJNBSJMZPGBMJHIUXFJHIUSFDZDMFEIBSEQMBTUJDLOPXO
BT%VSPQMBTU"MMPGUIJTIBTNBEFUIFDBSUIFTVCKFDUPGBFDUJPOBUF
EFSJTJPOBOEBMTPBDPMMFDUPSTJUFN
1JDUVSFWFIJDMFDPPSEJOBUPS;40-540.0(:*IBEBTDFSUBJOFEUIBU
&BTU(FSNBOTXBJUFEUISFFUPGPVSZFBSTGPSEFMJWFSZPGUIFJSOFX
5SBCJ BOETPUIFDBSTXFSFIJHIMZWBMVFEBUUIFUJNFBOEBDDPSEJOHMZ
UBLFOHPPEDBSFPG5PQSPDVSFTPNFUISFFEP[FO5SBCJT 4PNPHZJT
VOJUQMBDFEBEWFSUJTFNFOUTBOETDPVSFEUIF)VOHBSJBODPVOUSZTJEF 
LOPDLJOHPOEPPSTXJUIPFSTUPCVZPSSFOUQSJWBUFMZPXOFEWFIJDMFT
TQPUUFEJOESJWFXBZTPSQBSLFEPOTUSFFUT5IFTFOPXWJOUBHFDBST
XFSFPGWBSZJOHEFHSFFTPGPQFSBUJPOBMVTFGVMOFTT CVUXPVMEMFOE
BVUIFOUJDJUZFWFOXJUIPVUNPWJOHPWFSUIFDPVSTFPGTIPPUJOH TPNF
WFIJDMFTXFSFTPVSDFECZUIFUFBN
0OFQBSUJDVMBS5SBCJXBTBKFXFMJOUIFDSPXOBQPMJDFWFIJDMF 
OFFEFEGPSBOEUIFOQVUUPVTFJO BDBSDIBTFMNFEBDSPTT#VEBQFTU
TUSFFUTPWFSUIFDPVSTFPGBXFFLCZCPUIUIFQSPEVDUJPOTNBJOBOE
UIFTFDPOEVOJUT
'PSUIJTDPNQMFYTFRVFODF BTQFDJBMWFIJDMFDBNFSBSJHXBT
DPOTUSVDUFEGPSNVMUJBOHMFDPWFSBHFQMBDJOHUIFBVEJFODFJOTJEF
BDBSˋBMUIPVHIOPU JOUIJTDBTF UIF5SBCJ4UVOUESJWFS"/%3&8
$0.3*&FYQMBJOT5IFBEKPJOJOHSJHJTFTTFOUJBMMZBNPUPSJ[FE
QSPDFTTUSBJMFSUIBUBMMPXTBESJWFSLFQUPTDSFFOUPIZESBVMJDBMMZ
TUFFSUIFSJHXIJMFUIFBDUPSTBSFTFBUFEJOTJEFUIFQJDUVSFDBSPO
TDSFFO"O"MFYBNJOJDBNJTNPVOUFEJOUIFDBSPOBHJNCBMUP
BMMPXGVMMSBOHFQBOOJOHBOEUJMUJOH BOEUIFESJWFSTQPEDBOCF
SFDPOHVSFEUPTJUBUPQUIFSJH PSPOFJUIFSTJEF*UMFOETUSFNFOEPVT
FYJCJMJUZGPSTIPPUJOHJOBOZEJSFDUJPO
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Atomic Blonde

A Lada Niva climbs on
top of a Wartburg Knight.

Trabis, Ladas and
Wartburgs...
Volkswagen Transporter
on left, Mercedes 190
on the right.
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BLONDIE & BOWIE
5IFSJHFOBCMFTBUFBNPGWFDSFXNFNCFSTUPCFDPODFBMFE
%JSFDUPS8SJHIUFWFODBSFEFOPVHIBCPVUUIF
IFJTUTUPNFFUXJUIBUFDIOJDBMDPOTVMUBOUOBNFE
POCPBSEXIJMFPQFSBUJOHXJOETDSFFOXJQFST XJOEPXTBOEUIF
+PF-PZB
XIPJOUIFFBSMZTXBTDPOWJDUFE
DBNFSB XIJDIDBOCFSFGPDVTFEUISPVHIPVUOVNFSPVTUBLFT5IF
GPSCBOLSPCCFSZBOETFSWFEBTFWFOZFBSUFSN
DIBTFUFBNSFIFBSTFEJOPQFOTQBDFTGPSTFWFSBMEBZTUPQFSGFDUUIF
-PZBXSPUFBCPPLDBMMFE5IF.BO8IP0VUHSFX
DIPSFPHSBQIZBOESPVUFTCFGPSFMNJOHCFHBOXJUIJOUIFDJUZ
)JT1SJTPO$FMM$POGFTTJPOTPGB#BOL3PCCFS

&WFOJGZPVEPOUMJLFDBST DPNQMJDBUFEHIUTDFOFTBOET
XIJDIJOTQJSFE8SJHIUUPNFFU-PZB
-PZB
OPTUBMHJB UIFSFXJMMCF#PXJF
IFMQFETPMJEJGZUIFBVUIFOUJDJUZPGFBDIIFJTU

5IFTQJSJUBOEFOFSHZPG%BWJE#PXJFˋBTXFMMBTUIFNVTJDPG
TBZT1BSL
8JUIBMMUIFBEEFEFMFNFOUT &EHBS
#FSMJOFOUIVTJBTUT/JDL$BWFBOE*HHZ1PQˋJOGVTFEUIFQVOLBOE
XBOUFEUPNBLFTVSFUIFIFJTUTGFMUWFSZSFBMBOE
/FX8BWFJOVFODFTPGUIFUJNF
CFMJFWBCMF
$BU1FPQMFUIFNF1VUUJOH0VU'JSFXBTIFBSE
0OUIFTFU IJT

JOUIFOJHIUBJSBTBOJNQSPNQUVUSJCVUFUPUIFMFHFOE
XIPIBEKVTU

QBTTFEBXBZ#PXJFIBEMJWFEJO#FSMJOEVSJOHUIFT SFDPSEJOH
UISFFBDDMBJNFEBMCVNTDPNNPOMZSFGFSSFEUPBTUIF#FSMJO
5SJMPHZ5IFTFDPOEWFSTFPGIJTDVU)FSPFTXBTJOTQJSFECZUIF
BSUJTUTFFJOHIJTQSPEVDFSTUBOEJOHOFBSUIF8BMM WJTJCMFGSPNUIF
XJOEPXTPGIJTSFDPSEJOHTUVEJP
-FJUDIXBMLTVTUISPVHIUIFQSPEVDUJPOTSPDLOSPMM SFCFMMJPVT
MPHJD8FTUFSONVTJDBOEDMPUIFTIBECFFOJMMJDJUJO&BTU#FSMJO 
XIJDIPOMZNBEFUIFNFWFONPSFDPWFUFECZZPVUIUIFSF4PUIF
QPQTFOTJCJMJUZPGPVSNPWJFJTEFOJUFMZJOTQJSFECZUIFNVTJDPGUIF
UJNF BOEZPVXJMMIFBSBMPUPGDMBTTJDDVUTPOUIFTPVOEUSBDL QMVT
TPNFDPPMTUVUIBUNBZIBWFCFFOVOEFSUIFSBEBSBUUIFUJNF
"UPNJD#MPOEFJTWFSZNVDIB'SFF$BS.BHTPSUPGMN*UIBTB
EJTUJODUSFUSPTUZMF EFDFOUBDUPST CBHTPGBDUJPO LJMMFSTPVOEUSBDL
BOEDBST/PUKVTUBOZPMEDBSTFJUIFS DMBTTZT8FTU(FSNBOT
JOUIFTIBQFPGBO"VEJ7BOE1PSTDIF5VSCPBOESVCCJTI
&BTU(FSNBO8BSUCVSHTBOE5SBCBOUT5IBUTXIZXFIBEUPHPUP
#VEBQFTUUPTFFGPSPVSTFMWFT
"UPNJD#MPOEFJTJODJOFNBT"VHVTUUI
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Travel

Bangers of
Budapest
'SFF$BS.BHUSBWFMUPUIFDBQJUBMPG)VOHBSZUPFYQMPSF
XIBUXBTUIF"UPNJD#MPOEFMNTFUBOEFOKPZUIF
WBSJFUZPG&BTUFSO#MPDLBOEFWFOOETUIFPEE
CFBVUJGVM#SJUJTICBOHFS

F

ree Car Mag is a complete nightmare
to go on holiday with. It isn’t just the
nightclubbing and the excessive
stocking up on booze when we are in duty
free. Oh no, it’s the old bangers. That’s not
a euphemism, it is the truth. The Free Car
Mag party is always stopping to take
inappropriately bad pictures of old cars
parked by the kerb.

Rare Wartburg on the streets of Budapest, one of
many Suzuki Swifts in the background, fast taking
over the City.

14 freecarmag.com

Old school Skoda Estelle in remarkably solid condition.
It is possible to tell a great deal about the
recent history of a country through the
vehicles parked on its streets. Hungary has
endured a particularly onerous and
unpleasant time over the last seventy-eight
years.
During the first and second World Wars
they were on the wrong side of history.
What brings all this sharply into focus is a
visit to the House of Terror in Budapest,
which serves as both a museum, and a
memorial to the victims of the Nazis and
Soviets. Significantly, the building was used

by both of those despotic and demonic
regimes to detain, interrogate, torture and
kill innocent Hungarians.
Although there is a T54 tank at the
entrance to the exhibits, at the heart of the
museum is a room containing a single
black car. It is a Zil, the type that the secret
police officers of the AVL used to pick up
their victims in the dead of night. The car is
obscured behind a black curtain, almost as
if it is too evil to be looked at. A spotlight
turns on and off intermittently, illuminating
the back seat, which is upholstered in lush

Trabant, mostly hired by
tourists rather than used
by locals for shopping.

Ladas, a rather scruffy Samara
top and a blue Riva below.
red velvet. Very creepy indeed.
This museum tells you all you need to
know about Hungarians and their cars.
They hate the Soviet era, Iron Curtain cars
that they would only be unlucky enough to
drive only if that is they could afford them,
had the correct Communist party position,
or could wait the required number of
decades to actually get their hands on one.
According to all the taxi drivers we meet,
they are happy to leave the Eastern Block
rubbish to rot away, some twenty-seven
years after the iron curtain crumbled.

Smart Lancia Ypsilon & wrecked Opel Astra.
freecarmag.com 15

Big Cat Returns

Immaculate Volvo 340 in the winter sunshine.

Hungarians love their classy Rovers like this 75.
16 freecarmag.com

Ford Cortina Mark IV is suprisingly solid, not as gleaming as
the Opel Rekord. Volvo 740 (top right) is reassuringly shabby.
years after the iron curtain crumbled.
That may explain why we only saw one
East German Trabant. Not moving a
spurting smoke into the air, it was
nonetheless very tidy and may have
been one of the models you could hire
for a city tour.
Another East German two stroke
monstrosity inflicted on the Hungarians
was the Wartburg. We had to be quick
as it was on the move and it was
curiously free of smoke. That’s because
this was a later ‘80s example which had
a VW Polo related engine fitted, so it
was almost refined. Awful breezeblock
styling, but it was brilliantly beige.
The final Iron Curtain car spot was one
Skoda Estelle. In Hungary however, it
was not as posh as that, simply badged
as a 105 in celebration of the tiny
engine size. Rather more common was
the odd Fiat based Lada Riva. At least it
looked like a classic 124 whereas the
Samara was something of an ‘80s mess.
None of the examples looked
particularly cherished.
As for the other occupying forces, the
nearest we came to anything old and
German was at the military museum. A
VW Schwimmwagen, a military four
wheel drive Beetle that could, as the
name suggests, behave like a boat.
Otherwise, imported Beetles had been
part of the Hungarian landscape
according to the local picture books. No
split screens though, just the odd ‘70s
1200. The one we saw was a scruffy
everyday driver, which used to be

common on UK side streets until
someone called them ‘classics’ and they
were priced accordingly.
Actually we did see one 24-carat
classic in the shape of a truly
magnificent Opel Rekord Coupe. It was
parked near to the Parliament building
and seemed to belong to one of the
policemen on duty who was happy for
me to take a few snaps. That was as
sexy as it got. Everything else was
wonderfully distressed.
Hungarians seemed to appreciate
Swedish solidity and have dozens of
driven to destruction Volvos on show.
Most seem to be 740, 760 and the
smaller 340s.
Fords also seem to be a big thing in
Budapest, the sort that were once part
of the street furniture here and are now
only seen at classic car shows. So it was
nice to see a straight 1600 Cortina Mark
IV that seems to have survived quite a
few Eastern European winters intact. A
scruffy ‘80s Escort with unconvincing XR
striping and rear spolier did not make it
any more special. However, the Mark 1
Sierra certainly was. Tired and now so
rare.
Incredibly, one marque they still have
an awful lot of time for is Rover. It may
be more than a decade and half dead,
but according to the locals they love 75s
and 45s which are regarded as very
classy cars.
Otherwise the streets of Budapest
threw up few interesting trends. In
essence it could be any European city

with acres of Opel Astras and
Volkswagen Group offerings from SEATs
to Skodas to ubiquitous Golf and
Passats. The monotony is relieved by
the Euro rarities that never make it
across the channel for marketing
reasons. So it was nice to see a Lancia
Ypsilon even if it is sometimes seen as a
Chrysler in the UK.
A word of warning though. Hungary is
the official Suzuki Swift capital of the
world. That’s because there is a factory
in Esztergom churning out the little
blighters. You won’t ever see their micro
saloons over here but there are more
than you can shake a bootlid at.
Thankfully there was plenty of rather
more attractive old rubbish to brighten
up a cold Budapest day.
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Jaguar E-Pace

WATCH IT ON
AMAZON PRIME
VIDEO
NOW

Launched!
5IFCBDLESPQJT$FOUSBM1BSLBOE
UIFTUBSJT&MMJF(PVMEJOH JUNFBOT
POMZPOFUIJOH UIF3BOHF3PWFS
New cars get launched every week, but Jaguar do it with some
7FMBSIBTBSSJWFEJO"NFSJDB

proper style. Here’s how the E-Pace made a spectacular entrance
into the ExCel arena and the record books.

18 freecarmag.com

T

he new Jaguar E-PACE has set an official GUINNESS WORLD
RECORDS™ title during its world premiere. The compact
performance SUV leapt into the record books with a 15.3
metre-long jump complete with a 270-degree corkscrew-like
‘barrel roll’.
The E-PACE completed its world record jump at ExCeL in London
– one of only a handful of venues in the UK big enough to
accommodate the 160-metre run-up and run-off vital for the
15-metre leap.
Behind the wheel was stunt driver Terry Grant, who has
completed stunts on many film sets and holds an impressive 21
GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS™ titles.
Terry Grant, Stunt Driver, said: “As far as I am aware no production
car has ever cleanly completed a bona-fide barrel roll and
therefore it has always been an ambition of mine to perform one
ever since I was a boy. After driving the Jaguar F-PACE in the
record-breaking loop-the-loop, it has been amazing to help
launch the next chapter of the PACE family in an even more
dramatic dynamic feat.”
Unsurprisingly, the barrel roll is not one to be tried at home;
months of testing and analysis were completed to fine-tune the
stunt, including achieving precisely the correct speed of run-up.
The ramps were modelled extensively using CAD before any
jumps took place. Terry experienced a G-Force of 5.5 during the
270 degree twist, and required a 160-metre run up to hit the air at
the correct speed.

freecarmag.com 19

Jaguar E-Pace

E-Pace

technofunky+sporty
"OFXCSFFEPG467XIJDIJTOˏUKVTUTQPSUZUIF
&1BDFJTTUZMJTI IJHIUFDIBOEDBOUBLFXIBUFWFS
UIFJSPXOFSTEFDJEFUPUISPXBUJU

T

he E-PACE is the newest member of
Jaguar’s SUV family. The Jaguar E-PACE
is a five-seat, compact SUV that packs
the design and performance of a Jaguar
sports car into a spacious, practical and
connected all-wheel-drive vehicle. Sports
car looks with SUV practicality for the next
generation of Jaguar customers.

From:
Boot Space:
Size:
Performance:

20 freecarmag.com

£28,500
577 litres, 1234 litres with rear seats folded
4411 mm L x 1984 mm W x 1649 mm H
0-60 mph: 5.9 seconds

CONNECTED & INTELLIGENT

The Jaguar E-PACE is connected and
intelligent. The 10-inch touchscreen comes
as standard and connects customers to
their favourite apps, including Spotify.
Jaguar Land Rover’s InControl system allows
you to keep the vehicle secure by tracking it
on your smartphone, automatically alerts
the emergency services in case of an
accident and allows you to check fuel levels
and mileage remotely via a smartphone or
smartwatch. Customers can warm up the
car, cool it down and even start it remotely
using InControl.

S PA C I O U S

The E-PACE has exceptional interior space
for its class. The compact SUV can seat five
in absolute comfort with generous rear
legroom. The large luggage space is made
possible by the vehicle’s sophisticated
Integral Link rear suspension architecture
and can fit a pushchair, a set of golf clubs
and a large suitcase.

POWER

E-PACE is available with a range of powerful
and efficient Ingenium petrol and diesel
engines. The 300PS Ingenium petrol turbo
engine powers the sporting SUV from
0-60mph in just 5.9 seconds (6.4 seconds for
the 0-100km/h sprint) before reaching an
electronically-limited top speed of 151mph.
For customers who want the ultimate
efficiency, the front-wheel drive 150PS
Ingenium diesel delivers CO2 emissions of
124g/km. That is an impressive line-up
which gives owners plenty of options
whether they go for petrol or diesel.

ROADHOLDING

New E-PACE’s Active Driveline all-wheeldrive system is a technological first for
Jaguar. The intelligent set-up combines
phenomenal traction with Jaguar’s
unmistakable rear-wheel-drive character.
The system’s torque-biasing capability
delivers optimal stability, dynamics and fuel
efficiency in all conditions and all weathers.

SAFETY

The E-PACE features the very latest safety
and driver assistance technologies. A stereo
camera underpins the advanced
Autonomous Emergency Braking system,
which also provides pedestrian detection
and supports Lane Keep Assist and Traffic
Sign Recognition, as well as the Intelligent
Speed Limiter and Driver Condition Monitor
systems. Front and rear parking aids are
standard. The camera also combines with
the electric power assisted steering system
and rear radars to deliver a Blind Spot Assist
function, to help reduce the risk of
sideswipe collisions on multi-lane roads. A
new Forward Traffic Detection system also
warns drivers of approaching vehicles at
junctions where visibility is restricted.
Advanced active safety features include a
pedestrian airbag, which deploys from
beneath the trailing edge of the bonnet in
the event of a collision.

large, full-colour graphics with enhanced
clarity. Essential information including
vehicle speed and navigation directions are
in full view at all times, with alerts and
updates for the infotainment, safety and
convenience features all projected directly
into the driver’s eyeline – reducing the need
to look away from the road. An optional
12.3-inch full colour digital instrument panel
and choice of two premium audio systems
developed with Meridian put the E-PACE on
a par with vehicles from the class above
when it comes to interior technology.
.

ACTIVITY KEY

The E-PACE is also available with Jaguar’s
innovative wearable Activity Key. The
waterproof and shockproof wristband has
an integrated transponder, allowing the
driver to lock the main key inside the vehicle
when enjoying outdoor pursuits such as
running or cycling. Whenever the Activity
Key is activated, by holding the wristband
up to the upper edge of the number plate
surround on the tailgate, any conventional
key fobs left inside the vehicle are disabled.

H E A D U P D I S P L AY

The E-PACE is the first Jaguar to feature the
company’s next-generation Head-Up
Display technology. The advanced display
can project up to 66 per cent more
information onto the windscreen using
freecarmag.com 21

Next Time

A car repair
that works
harder for you
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car repairs with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on your repairs.

Local workshops near you, with 10,000
across the UK.

Our technicians monitor specialist
workshops ensuring quality work is
carried out.

No waiting time, your car is collected
and delivered back to you once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

WARRANTY I SERVICE I MOT I REPAIRS I GAP I TYRES

An MOT
that improves
family time
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car MOT with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on an MOT.

24/7 booking facility.

All work monitored by our personal
technicians

No waiting time, your car is
collected and delivered back to you
once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

WARRANTY I SERVICE I MOT I REPAIRS I GAP I TYRES

FAVOURITE FILM
QUOTES

Back-Seat Driver

“Your car is uglier than
I am. Oops, that didn’t
come out right.”
American Graffiti 1973
•
“Marty McFly: Wait a
minute, Doc. Ah... Are you
telling me you built a
time machine... out of a
DeLorean?
Doctor Emmet Brown:
The way I see it, if you’re
gonna build a time
machine into a car, why
not do it with some
style?”

The Yellow Teapot

*

$FMFCSBUJOHZFBSTPG3FOBVMUJO' XJUIBCSFX
UXBTUIF4JMWFSTUPOF(SBOE1SJY
XIFO3FOBVMUBSSJWFEXJUIUIFSTU
'PSNVMBUVSCPFOHJOFJOIJTUPSZ
$BSSZJOHUIFNBLFTDPMPVSTˊEPNJOBOU
ZFMMPX CMBDLBOEXIJUFˊUIF34PGUFO
FOUFSFEUIFTUBOETMBOFTUSFBNJOHXIJUF
TNPLF TZOPOZNPVTXJUIFOHJOFUSPVCMF
,FO5ZSSFMM UIFCPTTPGUIFFQPOZNPVT
UFBN TFFJOHUIFTNPLJOHDBSQBTT
JOGSPOUPGIJTHBSBHF ZFMMFEPVUUIF
OJDLOBNF:FMMPX5FBQPUBTBKPLF5IF
FYQSFTTJPOXBTBEPQUFECZUIFNFNCFST
PGIJTUFBN UIFOCZPUIFSUFBNTBUUIF
GPMMPXJOH(SBOE1SJYFWFOUT5IF34
XBTUIFSFBGUFSOJDLOBNFE5IF:FMMPX
5FBQPU
3FOBVMUXPOJUTSTU'PSNVMBWJDUPSZ
KVTUUXPZFBSTMBUFSBUUIF(SBOE1SJYEF
'SBODFJO%JKPO JO XJUIUIF34
5IJTWJDUPSZPG+FBO1JFSSF+BCPVJMMF 
FOHJOFFSBOEESJWFSPGUIF34 QSPWFE
UIBUUIFUVSCPSBDJOHFOHJOFXBTUIF
GVUVSF
5IJTUFBQPUXJMMFRVJQUIFLJUDIFOTPG
UIF"UFMJFS3FOBVMUSFTUBVSBOUPOUIF
$IBNQT&MZT¨FTTUBSUJOHJO4FQUFNCFS

Have your say
24 freecarmag.com

*OEFTJHOUFSNT 5IF:FMMPX5FBQPUJT
JOTQJSFEGSPNUIFQBTUBOEQSFTFOU PGUIF
34BOEPGUIFOFX34 HPJOHBTGBSBT
VTJOHUIFPDJBMQBJOUVTFEPOJU
*UTBUFBQPUUIBUUBLFTVQBMMUIF
BFTUIFUJDDPEFTPGUIF3FOBVMU'PSNVMB
BOEQMBZTPOUIFEFTJHO UIFHSBQIJDTBOE
UIFDPMPVST
*ODSFEJCMZZPVDBOHPBOECVZUIFUFBQPU
JO4FQUFNCFS*UXJMMDPTUbBOEJT
BWBJMBCMFGSPN"UFMJFS3FOBVMUBOEUIF
FTIPQPG"UFMJFS3FOBVMU TIPQBUFMJFS
SFOBVMUDPN )VSSZUIPVHI KVTU
FYBNQMFTXJMMCFNBEF



@freecarmag1

Back to the Future 1985
•
“Elwood: It’s 106 miles
to Chicago, we’ve got a
full tank of gas, half a
pack of cigarettes, it’s
dark and we’re wearing
sunglasses.
Jake: Hit it!”
The Blues Brothers 1980
•
Cameron: “The 1961
Ferrari 250GT California.
Less than a hundred
were made. My father
spent three years
restoring this car. It is
his love, it is his
passion”.
Ferris: “It is his fault he
didn’t lock the garage.”
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
1986
•

Used Car Easy

TOP 5 USED

RETROS

5IFSFBSFNPEFMTXIJDIZPVDBOUSBDFCBDL
ZFBSTPSNPSF UIBUTUJMMTFFNUPCF
BSPVOEJOBGBJSMZTJNJMBSTIBQF5IBUEPFT
OPUOFDFTTBSJMZNFBOUIFZXJMMCFDIFBQ PS
CFUUFSMPPLJOH5IFZXJMMQSPCBCMZCFNPSF
SFMJBCMFBOEGBSMFTTSVTUZ4PMFUˏTUBLFB
MPPLBUBGFXPGPVSGBWPVSJUFOFX PMEDBST
BOEEFDJEFXIJDIPOFTXFNJHIUCVZ

MORGAN
Here’s a model which is rather more than 50 years old. Indeed, with the
ash frame and hand beaten panels, the basics go back a strong 80 years
plus. There is a lot to adore about Morgans, the one pictured is
Anniversary edition Plus 8. The great news is that the mileage will be low
and the owner a very nice chap, will have treated it like a favourite child.

CATERHAM 7

FIAT 500

Here is a Morgan, but for relative youngsters. No doors, or roof and
sometimes no screen either. Caterhams are all about driving. Odd then
that mileages on used ones can be so modest. It does mean that the
majority are in very tidy condition. There is no such thing as a standard
example. Every 7 is different and it is difficult not to fall deeply in love.

The original Fiat 500 was a wonderfully simple and effective small car.
Actually the 21st century reboot wasn’t half bad either although the
seriously ugly four doors are rather upsetting. Never mind the new 500s
are quite reliable and dropping in value. However, an original 500 is
going the other way and is very susceptible to rust.

MINI COOPER S

PORSCHE 911

When it comes to fabulous 50-year olds, the original mini is the very best
of all. Although the latest BMW built MINI is far cheaper and much less
rusty, it is still possible to buy ones which are not Coopers for a few
thousand pounds. The driving experience remains truly sensational. Best
to buy now before prices become even madder.

Porsche Cars GB built this racing version to celebrate the model’s 50th
birthday and quite right too. There is so much to celebrate. This is the
ultimate sports car. Older, smaller, lighter and more dangerous to drive
versions are what the collectors may want. Examples from the early
2000s are still affordable but huge care is required before buying.

For more used car information and buying tips go to freecarmag.com
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Fashion
TV

TED BAKER

5

IF'BMDPOXPPE-VHHBHF$PMMFDUJPOJT
BTFWFOQJFDFPGEVSBCMFZFU
MJHIUXFJHIUTPGUTJEFEMVHHBHF5IF
MJOJOHJTGVOLZBOEBMMUIFPUIFSRVBMJUZ5FE
#BLFSUPVDIFTUIBUZPVFYQFDU&BDI
TVJUDBTFIBTBDPNCJOBUJPOMPDL1SJDFT
TUBSUBUbGPSUIFTNBMM$MJQQFSIPMEBMM 
SJTJOHUPUIFMBSHFXIFFM5SPMMFZBUb
XXXUFECBLFSDPN

SIMON CARTER

"

TBSFHVMBSSFBEFSZPVLOPXUIBUXF
IBWFDFMFCSBUFEUIFCJSUIEBZPGUIF
'JBU4PXIBUCFUUFSXBZUPTIPX
ZPVSBQQSFDJBUJPOPGUIFTNBMM*UBMJBODBS
UIBOUPHFUZPVSTFMGPOFPGUIFTFCSJMMJBOU
4JNPO$BSUFSTIJSUT5IFZDPTUbXIJDIJT
SBUIFSMFTTUIBOBSFBMJTUIFTFEBZT
XXXTJNPODBSUFSOFU
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Wanted

Henry London

5IFDMBTTJD-POEPOXBUDIDPNQBOZJTCBDLXJUITPNFGBCVMPVTMZTUZMJTIOFXNPEFMTGSPNb

Chiswick £99.95

Knightsbridge £150

Chancery £115

)FOSZ-POEPOT,OJHIUTCSJEHFNNDISPOPHSBQIXSJTUXBUDIGFBUVSJOHB
NJEOJHIUCMVFEJBM5IFXBUDIDBTFJTTUBJOMFTTTUFFMBOEDPNQMFUFEXJUIBEPVCMF
EPNFEBDSZMJDMFOT5IFNN$IJTXJDLDPMMFDUJPODPNQMFUFXJUIBGPSFTUHSFFO
EJBM8JUIBZFMMPXHPMEDBTFBOEEPVCMFEPNFEBDSZMJDMFOT JUJTOJTIFEPXJUIB
UBOMFBUIFSTUSBQ'JOBMMZ)FOSZ-POEPOTNNXSJTUXBUDIGSPNUIF$IBODFSZ
DPMMFDUJPODPNQMFUFXJUIBDSJNTPOSFEEJBM*UIBTBTUBJOMFTTTUFFMXBUDIDBTFBOE
EPVCMFEPNFEBDSZMJDMFOTJUJTDPNQMFUFEXJUIBTUBJOMFTTTUFFMCSBDFMFU
XXXIFOSZMPOEPODPN

SONIC POCKET SIZED RATCHET
FROM £11.33

FURYGAN VULCAN 3 IN 1
FROM £299.99

www.damar.biz

XXXOFWJTVLDPN

5IFQJFDFTDPOUBJOFEXJUIJOUIFSBUDIFU
5IFKBDLFUJTGVMMZBEBQUBCMFUPBMMXFBUIFS
TFUDBOCFCSPLFOEPXOBTGPMMPXTTIBMMPX
DPOEJUJPOTUIBOLTUP'VSZHBOTJO
JOESJWFBOLTPDLFUTJO   BOE
TZTUFN"OFXHFOFSBUJPOSFNPWBCMFBOE
NNTJ[FT CJUTJOBTFMFDUJPOPGVTFGVM
QBEEFEUIFSNBMMJOJOHXJUIBMVNJOJVN
EFTJHOT JODMVEJOHTMPUUFE 1IJMMJQTIFBE
JOTFSUTQSPUFDUTUIFSJEFSGSPNUIFDPME 
BOEIFY BNNFYUFOTJPOCBSBOE CFTUPG XIJMFBMJHIUXFJHIUBOEDPNGPSUBCMF
BMM BEJTDSBUDIFUXJUIUFFUI$POTUSVDUFE TFDPOETLJONFNCSBOFNBLFTUIF
GSPNDISPNFWBOBEJVN UIFSBUDIFUXJMM
KBDLFUCSFBUIBCMFBOEXBUFSQSPPG
HJWFZFBSTPGUSPVCMFGSFFTFSWJDF

PNY ROAD KIT
FROM £19.99

UIF1/:&YQBOE$BS7FOU.PVOUBUUBDIFT
FBTJMZUPUIFWFIJDMF
TWFOUJMBUJPOHSJMMF XIJMF
JUToSPUBUJOHIFBEFOBCMFTZPVUPDIBOHF
CFUXFFOQPSUSBJUBOEMBOETDBQFNPEF5IF
1/:.JDSP64#$BS$IBSHFSJTEFTJHOFEUP
EFMJWFSGBTUBOETBGFDIBSHJOHUPZPVSQIPOF
PS.JDSP64#EFWJDF6TJOH'BTU*%
5FDIOPMPHZ UIFDIBSHFSXJMMCFBCMFUPBEBQU
BOEEFMJWFSUIFGBTUFTUDIBSHJOHTQFFE
QPTTJCMFXIFOPOUIFNPWF
www.amazon.com
freecarmag.com 27

Buy Now

&ZFDBUDIJOH-JNJUFE3VO4VCBSV0VUCBDL

BLACK & IVORY

5IFMJNJUFESVO0VUCBDLJTTUZMFEXJUI$SZTUBM#BDL
4JMJDBQBJOUBOEUIFJOUFSJPSJTFRVJQQFEXJUI*WPSZ
MFBUIFS
"MMNPEFMTBSFXFMMFRVJQQFEXJUI4VCBSV
T
4ZNNFUSJDBM"MM8IFFM%SJWF4ZTUFN #PYFSFOHJOFBOEB
4UBS&VSP/$"1SBUJOH -&%IFBEMBNQT JODIBMMPZ
XIFFMT IFBUFEGSPOUTFBUT QPXFSUBJMHBUF "DUJWF5PSRVF
7FDUPSJOH 7FIJDMF%ZOBNJDT$POUSPM SFBSWJFXDBNFSB 
9.PEF )JMM%FTDFOU$POUSPM BOE4VCBSV4UBSMJOL
JOGPUBJONFOUTZTUFNBOEOBWJHBUJPO1FUSPMNPEFMTBSF
BMTPFRVJQQFEXJUITUBSUTUPQTZTUFNBOE4VCBSV
*OUFMMJHFOU%SJWF XIJDIBMMPXTESJWFSTUPTFMFDUEJFSFOU
FOHJOFNPEFTBDDPSEJOHUPSPBEDPOEJUJPOT
0VUCBDLXBTBMTPUIFSTU4VCBSVNPEFMUPCF
FRVJQQFEXJUI4VCBSV
T&ZF4JHIUBEWBODFEDPMMJTJPO
BWPJEBODFTZTUFNXIJDIGVODUJPOTPQUJDBMMZ BDUJOHBTB
TFDPOEQBJSPGFZFTGPSUIFESJWFS
$SPTTPWFST QBSUFTUBUF QBSUY EPOUMPPLBOZDPPMFS
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AVAILABLE:
SEPTEMBER
PRICE FROM:
£33,545

-PUVTUBLFUIFUSBDLEBZDBSUPFYUSFNFT
4UZMJTI4QPSUT4BMPPOJTCBDL

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE FROM:
£83,000

LOTUS EXIGE CUP 380

8JUIBQVSJUZPGESJWFVOIFBSEPGJOSPBEDBST BOEBQPXFSUPXFJHIUSBUJPPGIQQFSUPOOF UIF&YJHF
$VQEFMJWFSTHFOVJOFSBDFQBDF XJUINQIJOTFDPOET LNIJOTFDPOET BOEUPQ
TQFFEPGNQI LNI ,FZUPUIF&YJHF$VQSFBDIJOHJUTMPXXFJHIUPG LHJTUIF
DPNQSFIFOTJWFBEPQUJPOPGDBSCPOCSFBOEFYUSFNFFOHJOFFSJOH.BLJOHUIFJSSTUBQQFBSBODFPOB
SPBEHPJOH-PUVT IFBWJMZSFWJTFECPEZXPSLFMFNFOUTDPOUSJCVUFUPUIFJODSFBTFEEPXOGPSDFPGUIF&YJHF
$VQ XJUIUIFDBSHFOFSBUJOHVQUPLH NPSFUIBOUIF&YJHF4QPSU+VTUXPX0OMZXJMM
CFIBOECVJMU TPIVSSZXIJMFTUPDLTMBTU
&ZFDBUDIJOH5PZPUB:BSJTXJUIUPOTPGLJU

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE:
£17,595

YELLOW EDITION BI-TONE

5IJTJTUIFSTU:BSJTUPCFPFSFEXJUIB:FMMPX#VSTUQBJOUOJTI NBUDIFEXJUIBCJUPOFCMBDLSPPGBOE
GSPOUQJMMBSUSFBUNFOU SFBSQSJWBDZHMBTTBOEBHMPTTCMBDLUSFBUNFOUGPSUIFGSPOUHSJMMFBOETJEFTJMMT5IF
TQFDJODMVEFTTJMWFSJODIBMMPZT -&%SFBSBOEEBZUJNFSVOOJOHMJHIUT 5PZPUB5PVDIUPVDITDSFFO
DPOUSPMMFENVMUJNFEJBTZTUFN %"#SFDFQUJPO DSVJTFDPOUSPMBOE5PZPUB4BGFUZ4FOTFBDUJWFTBGFUZ
TZTUFNT5IFSFBSFUXPFOHJOFPQUJPOT5PZPUB
TBMMOFXMJUSF775J&QFUSPMVOJUBOEUIFTNPPUI 
RVJFUBOEFDJFOUMJUSFQFUSPMFMFDUSJDIZCSJE0IZFT BOEJUMPPLTMJLFBGSJFOEMZ CV[[ZCFF
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Litchfield LM20

NOTMO

LM20
Available now
£96,995 on the
road.

Litchfield have taken the all-new Nissan GT-R Black Edition and
achieved the almost impossible by making it faster, harder and better.
So for rather less than the cost of a Nismo spec GT-R, here is a LM20
which is not a Nismo, some might suggest it could be even more brutal.

32 freecarmag.com
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Nissan Micra

FWFMPQFEUPDFMFCSBUF-JUDIFMETUIZFBSPGPQFSBUJPO UIF-.JTBOFYDMVTJWFQSPEVDU 
XJUIKVTUDBSTQMBOOFE FBDIJOEJWJEVBMMZOVNCFSFEBOEXJUIJUTPXOJOUFSOBMQMBRVF
BOECBEHJOH)FSFJTUIFVMUJNBUF(53BOEBOJUFSBUJPOUIBUTGVMMPGJUTDSFBUPSTIBSEXPO
FYQFSJFODFBOEFYQFSUJTF 5IF-.JTCBDLFEVQCZBDPNQSFIFOTJWFTVQQPSUQBDLBHF
UIBUJODMVEFT-JUDIFMETZFBSXBSSBOUZBOECSFBLEPXODPWFS GVSUIFSVOEFSMJOJOHJUTNBLFST
DPOEFODFBOEUFDIOJDBMBCJMJUZ5IFXBSSBOUZFWFODPWFSTPDJBM(530XOFST$MVC5SBDLEBZT
4FSWJDJOHJTBMTPDPWFSFEGSFFPGDIBSHFGPSUIFGVMMEVSBUJPOPGUIFZFBSXBSSBOUZ5IBUTPVOETMJLF
TPNFUIJOHPGBCBSHBJOUPVTXXXMJUDIFMENPUPSTDPN/JTTBO(53-.

D

XXXMJUDIFMENPUPSTDPN/JTTBO(53-.

Bilstein Damptronic
suspension has been
utilised, along with
custom Eibach springs
and anti-roll bar.

Engine has 675 PS
(666bhp) of pure power,
which produces
500lb/ft at just
2,100RPM and 600lb/
ft at 2,500RPM5,100RPM.

0-60mph dash in
2.5 seconds, the
0-100mph sprint in
5.7 seconds, before
powering on to
200mph+

The driver has the
ability to toggle fuel
octane and power
levels on the fly via
the steering wheel or
iOS device.

400mm Alcon front
and rear discs with
lightweight aluminium
bells now handle stopping,
all housed inside Rays
Track Edition wheels
wrapped in Michelin tyres

freecarmag.com
freecarmag.co.uk3333

Car Choice

Nick Lee wants a cool coupe
that is great to drive. He
wants a car to be covered by a
manufacturer’s warranty.

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
VAUXHALL ASTRA GTC

COOL COUPE

Manufacturer warranties are a good thing and
cover you for the unexpected. Mostly though you
should not have to worry about too much on two or
three year old cars. I think that the Vauxhall Astra
GTC 2.0 VXR is worth a good look. It has a limited
top speed of 155mph and gets to 60mph in less
than 6.0 seconds. It also looks sensational with a
bunch of body modications that are hard to miss. A
2015 example at a Vauxhall dealer with just 11,220
miles and all for £17,999, or £324 a month.
34 freecarmag.com

A CAR FOR THE HEART
TOYOTA GT86

If there is one car which has come to represent sheer driving
pleasure then it has to be the Toyota GT86. Compared to the
Astra it will only reach 140mph and get to 60mph in under 8
seconds, but it is the style in which it performs. It is a proper,
old fashioned drivers car which gives loads of old fashioned
feedback to the driver. We found a 2015 example which has just
arrived at a dealer. It had just over 19,000 miles with 17 inch
alloy wheels, metallic paintwork and service history for £16,450.

HPETROL POWER
WITH STYLE
FREE CAR MAG
CAN ANSWER
YOUR CAR
CHOICE
QUESTION

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
AUDI A3

We asked Charlotte how she uses her car and the
answers were interesting. Her annual mileage is
barely 5,000 miles and most of that is local journeys
and just the odd motorway trip. It seems she would
better off with a classy car like her Audi, but
smaller. In fact Audi make such a car and they call it
the A3. It is also available with a very efficient petrol
engine too. With £12,450 she can buy a 1.2 TFSI
Sport which does around 57mpg. We found a 2014
one-owner example with just 14,297 miles.

Charlotte Hart wonders
whether she should keep
her Audi A4 diesel at this
uncertain time for that fuel.

A CAR FOR THE HEART
ALFA ROMEO GIULIETTA

German executive cars can be such a cliché, even if they are
shrunk down to a more manageable size. With that in mind,
let’s take a look at some more interesting small cars that you
don’t see often enough. That means she should have an Alfa
Romeo. They are stylish, fun and unfairly overlooked. The
compact model is the Mito with just three doors, however, the
four door Giulietta is more practical for Charlotte. A 2015 1.4 TB
MultiAir Exclusive at £15,000 is a great buy with 11,000 miles
which will deliver 50mpg overall.
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Film & TV
NATIONWIDE
PREVIEWS
AUGUST 2ND

DOCUMENTARY

WILLIAMS

5IFMNJTCBTFEPOUIFCPPLCZ-BEZ7JSHJOJB8JMMJBNT"
%JFSFOU,JOEPG-JGF
4JS'SBOL8JMMJBNTTBJE*IPQFUIFGBOTFOKPZUIFMNBTNVDI
BT*WFFOKPZFECFJOHQBSUPGNPUPSSBDJOH*NHMBEUIBUCPUI
UIFQFPQMFCFIJOEUIFUFBNBOENZGBNJMZDPNFPVUBTUIFUSVF
IFSPFTPGUIFTUPSZ
$MBJSF8JMMJBNT %FQVUZ5FBN1SJODJQBMTBJE5IJTMNJTBUBMF
PGUXPHSFBUMPWFTJONZGBUIFSTMJGF&WFSZPOFLOPXTPG'SBOLT
QVSFQBTTJPOGPSNPUPSSBDJOH CVUOPUFWFSZPOFLOPXTUIF
SFNBSLBCMFTUPSZPGNZQBSFOUTNBSSJBHFBOEIPXUIPTFUXP
UIJOHTDPFYJTUFEEVSJOHUIFIJHITBOEMPXTPGUIFUFBNTKPVSOFZ
*BNQMFBTFEUIBUJUTIJOFTBMJHIUPOFYBDUMZIPXJOTUSVNFOUBM
NZNPUIFSXBTJOUIFUFBNTTVDDFTTXIJMFBMTPDBQUVSJOHUIF
TFUCBDLTBOEIFSCSBWFSZJOIPMEJOHUIFGBNJMZ BOEVMUJNBUFMZUIF
CVTJOFTTUPHFUIFS BTUIFUFBNXFOUPOUPNBLFIJTUPSZ8JMMJBNT
JTPOHFOFSBMDJOFNBSFMFBTFBOEPO$VS[PO)PNF$JOFNBGSPN
'SJEBZUI"VHVTU7JTJU8JMMJBNT'JMNDPN8JMMJBNT'JMN
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SHINGODZILLA
MOVIE.CO.UK
FOR TICKETS

SHIN GODZILLA

The iconic science fiction monster Godzilla makes land fall in the UK this August with the theatrical
release of Shin Godzilla from Toho Company, Ltd. Today, Manga Entertainment revealed that Shin
Godzilla will roar into cinemas for a limited engagement on Thursday 10th August. Co-directed by
Hideaki Anno (creator of Evangelion) and Shinji Higuchi (director of Toho’s 2015 Attack on Titan live
action movies), Shin Godzilla is the 29th Godzilla film produced by Toho and represents a brand new
chapter in the 62-year history of this celebrated movie monster.

HITMAN'S
BODYGUARD
IN CINEMAS
18th AUGUST

HITMAN'S BODYGUARD

Here is an action comedy about the world’s top protection
agent (Reynolds) and his new client: a notorious hitman
(Jackson). They’ve been on opposite ends of a bullet for years
but now must come together for 24 hours to get from
England to The Hague. The only thing standing in their way is
the murderous dictator (Oldman) who uses his power to make
their lives quite difficult.
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Film & TV

CRYSTAL MAZE
FEATURING
CELEBS AND
SIMON CARTER
OVERALLS

RETURN OF THE ROOM BASED PUZZLE PROGRAMME NOW WITH ADDED CELEBS

THE CRYSTAL MAZE
"U'SFF$BS.BHPVSEBJMZPDFXFBSJTWFSZNVDI4JNPO$BSUFSTVJUT 
UJFTBOEBDDFTTPSJFT4PXFXFSFEFMJHIUFEUPIFBSUIBUPVSGBWPVSJUF57
QSPHSBNNF 5IF$SZTUBM.B[F IBTPVUUTNBEFCZ4JNPO$BSUFS
5IFTFBSFTVJUTPGUIFKVNQWBSJFUZ#BTFEPOXIBUUIFT-F.BOT
DPNQFUJUPSTXPSFBOEUIFZDPVMEOPUCFDPPMFS6TVBMMZDFMFCSJUJFTMPPLMJLF
BTFMGJOEVMHFOUNFTT CVUUIFTFTVJUTUJEZUIFNVQCSJMMJBOUMZ/PUPOMZUIBU 
XFIBWFBQSPQFSSBDJOHESJWFSJOUPOJHIUTFQJTPEFJOUIFTIBQFPG%BWJE
$PVMUIBSE+PEJF,JEEJTUIFSFUPPBOETIFJTBQSFUUZIBOEZESJWFSBOEMMT
PVUUIFTVJUSBUIFSOJDFMZ
8FEPIPQFUIBU4JNPO$BSUFSQVUTUIFTFJOUIFTIPQTCFDBVTFUIFZBSF
QFSGFDUGPSXIFOXFBSFUJOLFSJOHXJUIPVSNPUPSTJOUIF'SFF$BS.BH
HBSBHF
'JOEUIFQSPHSBNNFPO$IBOOFMT"MM&WFSZTIPXXBTJOBJEPGDIBSJUZ
BOEXFMMXPSUIBOIPVSPGZPVSUJNF
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IN CINEMAS ON
4TH AUGUST

6 DAYS

*O"QSJMBSNFEHVONFOTUPSNFEUIF*SBOJBO&NCBTTZJO1SJODFT(BUF -POEPOBOEUPPLBMMJOTJEF
IPTUBHF0WFSUIFOFYUTJYEBZTBUFOTFTUBOEPUPPLQMBDF BMMUIFXIJMFBHSPVQPGIJHIMZUSBJOFE
TPMEJFSTGSPNUIF4"4QSFQBSFEGPSBSBJEUIFXPSMEIBEOFWFSTFFOUIFMJLFTPGBOEXIJDIXPVMEDIBOHF
UIFXPSMEGPSFWFS5IFTUBSTBSF+BNJF#FMM .BSL4USPOHBOE"CJF$PSOJTI*UXBTTIPUPOMPDBUJPOJO
,OJHIUTCSJEHFBOEBMTP/FX;FBMBOE0CWJPVTMZ'SFF$BS.BHBSFSBUIFSNPSFJOUFSFTUFEJOUIFTUSFFU
GVSOJUVSF5IFSFTFFNTUPCFSBUIFSBMPUPGPSEJOBSZTBMPPOTBOEUIFPEEIBUDIGSPNUIFQFSJPE'JBU
 7BVYIBMM"TUSB /JTTBO4VOOZFTUBUF 1PMJDF3PWFS4%T -BOE3PWFSTBOE3BOHF3PWFST
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Film & TV

IN CINEMAS
AUGUST 4TH

FORMER FREE CAR MAG COVER STARS IN MAJOR MOTION PICTURE

VALERIAN
AND THE CITY OF A

THOUSAND PLANETS
8FMPWFB-VD#FTTPOMNBOEIFSFIFQVMMTPVUBMMUIF4'TUPQT*OUIF
UIDFOUVSZ TQFDJBMPQFSBUJWFT7BMFSJBO %BOF%F)BBO BOE-BVSFMJOF
XPSLUPHFUIFSUPNBJOUBJOPSEFSUISPVHIPVUUIFIVNBOUFSSJUPSJFT
6OEFSBTTJHONFOUGSPNUIFNJOJTUFSPGEFGFODF UIFEVPFNCBSLTPOB
NJTTJPOUP"MQIB BOFWFSFYQBOEJOHNFUSPQPMJTXIFSFEJWFSTFTQFDJFT
HBUIFSUPTIBSFLOPXMFEHFBOEDVMUVSF8IFOBEBSLGPSDFUISFBUFOTUIF
QFBDFGVMDJUZ 7BMFSJBOBOE-BVSFMJOFNVTUSBDFBHBJOTUUJNFUPJEFOUJGZ
UIFNFOBDFUIBUBMTPKFPQBSEJ[FTUIFGVUVSFPGUIFVOJWFSTF
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IN CINEMAS
AUGUST 4TH

LEXUS SKYJET
HERE'S THE SINGLE SEAT PERSUIT CRAFT MADE BY LEXUS
)FSFJTUIFTJOHMFTFBUFSTQBDFDSBGU DSFBUFEUISPVHI-FYVTT
QBSUOFSTIJQXJUIUIF&VSPQB$PSQTUVEJP XBTPOEJTQMBZPOUIF
SFEDBSQFUBTUIFNPWJFTTUBST$BSB%FMFWJOHOFBOE%BOF%F)BBO
DFMFCSBUFEUIFMNTSFMFBTF
%BOFBOE$BSB KPJOFECZNFNCFSTPGUIFBMMTUBSDBTUJODMVEJOH
3JIBOOBBOE,SJT8V QPTFEGPSGBOTBMPOHTJEFUIF4,:+&5"OUJDJQBUJPO
XBTIJHIGPSUIFNPWJF XIJDIIBTIBEUIFMBSHFTUCVEHFUPGBOZ
&VSPQFBOQSPEVDFEMN BNJOECPHHMJOH˧N
+VTUJODBTFZPVXPOEFSFE UIF4,:+&5JTBTJOHMFTFBUQVSTVJUDSBGU
GFBUVSFEJOUIFMN DPODFJWFEBTBWFIJDMFUIBUJTHSPVOEFEJOSFBMJUZ
ZFUBQQSPQSJBUFUPUIFBHFPG7BMFSJBO ZFBSTJOUIFGVUVSF*UXBT
EFWFMPQFEJOBDPMMBCPSBUJPOCFUXFFOUIFMNTDSFBUJWFTBOEB-FYVT
EFTJHOUFBNBOEJUTEFTJHOJODMVEFTBOVNCFSPG-FYVTCSBOETUZMJOH
DVFTBOEBEWBODFEUFDIOPMPHJFT TPJUQSPCBCMZIBT4BUOBW
$PNNFOUJOHPOUIFMNTQSFNJFSF 4QJSPT'PUJOPT -FYVT)FBEPG
(MPCBM#SBOE.BOBHFNFOUBOE.BSLFUJOH TBJE*UXBTHSFBUUPTFFUIF
4,:+&5POUIFSFEDBSQFUBOEUIFGBOUBTUJDSFBDUJPOGSPNUIFGBOT5IF
MNSFNJOETVTUIBUUIFGVUVSFJTXIBUFWFSXFJNBHJOFJUUPCF"TB
CSBOE UIJTESJWFTPVSDVSJPTJUZBOEJOTQJSFTVTUPNBLFTVSFUIBUJUJTBO
BNB[JOHFYQFSJFODF
4IPVMECFBHSPPWZMNUPP
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Car Magazine

IS THIS THE
THINKING
READER’S
CAR MAG?

'

SFF$BS.BHBSFOPUJOUIFIBCJUPGSFDPNNFOEJOHPUIFSDBSNBHT"GUFS
BMM XFSFDLPO'$.JTQSFUUZHPPEUIFXBZJUJT5IBUEPFTOUNFBOXF
DBOUMFBSOGSPNPUIFST
JTUIFCSBJODIJMEPG)JMUPO)PMMPXBZXIPIBTCFFOLOPDLJOH
BSPVOERVBMJUZDBSNBHB[JOFTGPSNPSFUIBOUXFOUZZFBST TPIFLOPXT
XIBUIFTEPJOH*OEFFE XIBU)PMMPXBZJTEPJOHXJUIJTBCSFBUIPG
GSFTIBJS)FSFJTBNBHB[JOFXIJDIUSFBUTUIFSFBEFSBTBOJORVJTJUJWFBOE
JOUFMMJHFOUCFJOHEFMJWFSJOHTUPSJFTXIJDIBSFBSFUIPVHIUQSPWPLJOHBOE
42 freecarmag.com
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JODSFEJCMZXFMMJMMVTUSBUFE/PUPOMZUIBU UIFSFBSFTUPSJFTBCPVUBJSDSBGU
BOEEFTJHO TFFNJOHMZPUPQJD CVUTQPUPO
"MMUIJTDPNFTBUBQSJDFBOEUIBUQSJDFJTb$POTJEFSJOHUIFRVBMJUZ
PGUIFQSPEVDUBOEUIFGBDUUIBUJUJTQSJOUFEPOIJHIRVBMJUZQBQFSTUPDL
XIJDIFWFOTNFMMTBTHPPEBTJUMPPLT
#VZJOHNFBOTUIBUZPVXJMMCFTVQQPSUJOHBRVBMJUZNBHB[JOFBOE
IPQFGVMMZTPUIBUJUDBOQSJOUUISFFJTTVFTBOOVBMMZ
.BLFTVSFZPVHPUPXXXNBHB[JOFDPVLGPSNPSFEFUBJMT

WIN A MCLAREN
JUST NOT THIS
ONE...

To celebrate 50 issues we are giving
away a model McLaren. All you need
to is tell us your favourite FCM cover
and we will put your name in the hat!

)

FSFZPVHP B.D-BSFO4OJTIFEJO0OZY#MBDL*UJTBTDBMFNPEFM
GSPN54..PEFM-JLFJUTBZTPOUIFCPY UIJTJTOPUBUPZ*OEFFE JUDPNFTJOB
QSFTFOUBUJPOQMBTUJDCPYBOEIBTOFWFSCFFOSBDFE SBMMJFE DSBTIFEPSQMBZFEXJUI
CZBZPVOHTUFS-JLFXFTBJEBUUIFUPQPGUIFQBHF BMMZPVOFFEUPEPJTUVSOUIFQBHFBOE
MPPLBUUIFMBTUDPWFST5IFOKVTUUFMMVTXIJDIPOFJTZPVSGBWPVSJUFCZQVUUJOHJUJOBO
FNBJMBOEQJOHJOHJUUPDPNQFUJUJPO!GSFFDBSNBHDPN'SPNUIFSFXFTUJDLJUJOBWJSUVBM
'$.UPQIBUBOEXJMMQJDLUIFXJOOFSPO4FQUFNCFSTU8FXJMMBOOPVODFJUPOMJOFBU
GSFFDBSNBHDPNBOEZPVDBOBMTPFOUFSUIFDPNQFUJUJPOGSPNUIFSF5IFSFBSFSVMFTBOE
UIFZBSFEFBETJNQMF NBLFTVSFUIBUZPVBSFPWFSZFBSTPME SFTJEFOUJOUIF6,BOE
TJHOFEVQBTBTVCTDSJCFSUPUIFNBH4JNQMF8FMPPLGPSXBSEUPIFBSJOHGSPNZPVBOEKPMMZ
HPPEMVDL
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Next Time

FCM 51

,JOHTNFOXBTPOFPGPVSGBWPVSJUF
MNTPWFSUIFMBTUGFXZFBSTXIJDI
VQEBUFEUIFPMEGBTIJPOFETQZHFOSF 
QMVTUIFSFXBTB#BCZ%SJWFSJTI
4VCBSV*NQSF[BLOPDLJOHBSPVOE4P
IPQFGVMMZUIFSFXJMMCFTPNF
$IBOOJOH5BUVNBDUJPO NPSF
XBUDIFT GBTIJPOBOENBZCFDBST

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

FREECARMAG.COM
43 freecarmag.com

Follow Spencer HazE's adventures at the Free car mag.com website...he's
from 1973 and seems to have time travelled to the year 2000 before
making it to 2017. Confused? well there are cars, fights & fun
with a retro twist.

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

FREECARMAG.COM
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A car service
that improves
your swing
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car service with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on servicing.

Our expert engineers deal direct with
the garage so you don’t have to.

Rigorous services are carried out to
exact manufacturer’s specifications.

No waiting time, your car is collected and
delivered back to you once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
WARRANTY I SERVICE I MOT I REPAIRS I GAP I TYRES

flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423
folding roller sliding and chain
screens for doors and windows for home
and business, diy kits only

